Bloom's Digital Taxonomy
Searching Rubric
Bloom's Taxonomic Level:

Understanding

Relevant Key Words: classifying, comparing, searching, categorising and tagging

Introduction:
This is a primary school rubric for searches using a search engine. This search requires an
understanding of the topic keywords or phrases,in advanced students boolean logic,
refining searches and locating and using suitable search engines.
The process is:
1) Start or access computer
2) Open Browser
3) Enter URL of search engine or select ICON
Searching for information using a Search engine.
1) Recognise area or topic of learning select or construct suitable Keywords-or
phrase based on this.
2) Enter keyword or phrase into Field. Error checking
3) Run the search.
4) Select results or Modify the search
5) Understand operators + - ""
Searching
1 Has limited Understanding of topic and struggles to identify search terms/keywords.
Need help to open browser and operate search engine.
Needs assistance throughout process from key term or search word selection to result
selection.
2 Has some understanding of the topic or area of learning.
Occasionally needs assistance to open browser or search engine
Can construct a search with assistance
Can select suitable results with assistance
Can modify search with assistance
3 Understands area of learning or topic.
Opens browser + search engine with minimal Assistance.
Can select suitable terms or phrases with Some Assistance.
Can enter keywords and sometimes refines search with boolean logic.
Will select suitable results and modifies search with assistance.
4 Understands the area of learning or topic.
Can Open browser and select URL or icon independently.
Can select suitable keywords or phrases with minimum of assistance.
Can enter keyword or words with boolean symbols or speech marks.
Understands why using these focuses the search.
Can select appropriate results or modifies the search.
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